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1. Overview
Unfavourable interest rates paid on bank savings products to investors, stock exchanges and real estate
markets with returns deviating from one country to another, the increase of saving taxation to reduce
public deficit, times are not easy for European investors. And yet, in Northern European countries
(Germany, France and Belgium), where average incomes have remained steady despite rising
unemployment, savings rates remained stable at high levels. However, in Spain savings rates continued to
decrease, while in Italy they stabilised at a level much lower than those recorded nationnaly during the
previous decade. In the United Kindgom, savings rates stabilised between 7% and 8% which is twice as
less as those seen in Germany.
Holdings of banknotes and coins in bank accounts fell with incomes. Bank savings held on bank savings
products or term deposits, whose interest paid was lower than inflation in Belgium and Germany and only
just above in other countries, seemed to be savers preferred investment, except in Spain, where
outstanding amounts decreased for this investment type. In France, outstanding amounts rose rapidly on
Livret A accounts, and even more on taxable bank savings accounts and term deposit accounts, with more
then 10% annual growth.
The increased ceiling of Livret A accounts should in theory encourage the growth of this product.
Investors who hold a Livret A account at the current ceiling can draw on all other investment types, and
possibly even on their income. Their holdings in financial products are more diverse and their wealth and
income are more considerable than the overall French population.
Investors continued to avoid investing in shares, be it those held directly or through investment funds or
unit-linked life insurance contracts. Heavier taxation on dividends and realised capital gains is unlikely to
boost interest for these investments, which are considered too risky by most investors. Products
considered less risky, such as real estate and bonds funds recorded important inflows. International
monetary funds domiciled in Luxembourg declined, whereas those domiciled in Dublin increased steadily.
The real estate market experienced a major slow down troughout Europe: the demand for new homes
and housing sales declined. While credit was relatively cheap, accessing it was difficult. The production of
housing loans decreased, especially for first-time homeowners.
In Germany, the production of housing loans remained high, however, new loans, which traditionnaly last
no more than 10 years in this country, barely exceeded repayments. Rental property investments partially
took over home-buying. On the other hand, this investment type declined in France and the “Scellier”
scheme will be replaced in 2013 by a new scheme that focuses more on social issues, but that might be
less efficient.
Long-term financial savings (life insurance and pension funds) decreased in Spain, France, Italy and the
United Kingdom. They were more resistant in Germany and Belgium. In several countries, current events
focused on retirement savings. In Germany, the issue of retiree pauperisation was opened to public
debate, while Riester individual retirement savings contracts capped at 15 million subscribers (effectively
a much higher level than the 2 million subscribers of PERP in France). In the United Kingdom, a new
workplace pension, that obligates companies to set up a retirement plan for all their employes or to
subscribe to inter-professional scheme, intended to cover the 13.5 million households who have no more
coverage other than the basic state pension, whose amount is very low.

